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Barren 
If you tilt your head, 
cluck in professional sympathy,  
one    more    time, 
I will kick you, 
like a mule; 
an abomination, 
I will lash out. 
For now, 
I am hitched to this table, 
trapped between the stirrups, 
but I envision, 
in more dead-end anticipation, 
my bolt from your examining room. 
Gentled by the unsterile air, 
aimless, 
I will plod on, 
feeling the dig, the tug, 
the yanking 
tangled rein of my genes. 
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Resolution 
This line at the pharmacy 
is dull. But boredom is 
endurable, preferable. 
Penelope, forsaken 
on her rock, in her room, 
would sympathize 
but think me weak, 
her fingers plucking 
with nimble expertise, 
her expression barely detectable 
in Artemisian light. 
Across a continent, 
a bride would scoff, 
my whining  
less consequential than 
the twinging of her back 
as she hunches, furtively 
daubing henna  
in the cracking of 
her ornamental purity.   
It is easy to avoid 
what is asked of me, 
but my deliverance is witless: 
store-bought tapestry 
embellished mutely, 
spoiled with telltale rufous stain; 
my prescription slip; 
my swallow-winged signature; 
my pill pack’s Fibonacci spiral  
coiling in perfect falsity. 
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Premature 
Bent with professional concern over  
an infant, the doctor 
measures knuckle by knuckle  
necrosis, crow-black and crawling 
up the child’s leg.  
The baby mewls,  
gasps wrung  
from alveoli like blighted grapes, 
at the face above him, at the 
man turned to carrion 
by the betrayal of his cells. 
They are two sides of a trick coin, 
odd generations a wrench of fate 
or wretched gene saw fit 
to separate  
from each other, 
my mother, me, 
the doctor and the infant, 
a grandfather and his grandson. 
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Father 
We even sleep in the same position, our knobby knees 
pulled up tight against our dreams, 
fidget our feet in 1-2-3-4 heel-toe go-round 
and we hate forks with long tines 
and isn’t it funny, my mother says, how all those 
charming idiosyncrasies 
were delivered in a bundle, 
a miscarriage of inheritance, a bloody mess 
made of our fingers during every lecture 
on the nobility of reason over rot of emotion 
pickpickpicking away 
gagging on tears and the injustice of a tongue 
bitten to ragged quiet, choked 
on every word bile scalds 
my throat, puking up to purgatory 
a bottle of wine I chugged after church 
because you wanted it 
for a dinner I couldn’t justify eating 
on the other side of the table from your 
golden twigs of children, our knuckles clenching  
white as aspirin. 
We have the same dimples when we smile, 
we sleep and fight and write and need to be right, 
and I run faster from you than I ever did to you 
but goddamn me  
if I’m not breaking every bone 
collapsing in your footprints. 
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Brother 
My legs were longer, 
so I used them, 
left you down the street 
dodging crabapples and splits in the sidewalk. 
Your hair over your forehead 
curled with sweat, the same color 
as the silk we scrubbed from ears of corn  
on the back steps  
when Mom made us sit together; 
a few moments when our hands were too busy  
to poke or pinch but secretly, 
we welcomed the respite. 
You’re a state away, most days, 
taller than our father,  
your hair buzzed short, spiky  
in military precision. 
The last time you hugged me,  
I left the ground.  
The sound your feet made 
slapping the asphalt that burned 
your bare soles  
hurts me more than anything 
you could do with the advantage you have 
now. These days, I don’t know why 
I ever ran. 
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Commitment 
Here, 
let me have your buttons, 
the ones that come 
in small plastic bags 
attached to the tags of 
your shirts. 
I’ll keep them for you. 
You might need them, 
someday. 
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Virtue 
I am never so in love as when I am guilty. 
You will not suffer 
for my sins. 
What I gave freely, eagerly  
in thought, 
I will tithe to you 
with convincing rapture: 
I will praise you louder, 
shine for you more brightly, 
anoint you with fingers  
firm and real. 
I am never so alive as when I am guilty, 
with a river’s roar of  
blood in my ears and  
pounding through me, a thud  
thud like temple drums.  
In the dark, scales 
tip in favor of transgression, 
creaking under the strain of judgment  
with its jackal head and 
unfathomable eyes.  
A feather waits, 
absolution in vane,  
but desert winds are deep in my lungs 
and set it adrift on a sigh. 
I am never so guilty as when I am in love. 
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Here 
I could find you in each 
    snag of the ’verse (recognizing the amber  
constellating around your pupil’s void) 
but I’d have to look  
(tip 
   toeing  
over  
   strings,  
skipping between tripwires) 
In this  pull  distance measures in 
lengths of time it takes  
to get to me (not  
spooling out in searches) 
And I don’t give thanks 
to careless Clotho or believe 
proximity alone (crab claws 

scissoring towards a maiden’s skirts) 
promises a thing. Instinct urges  
avoiding an exegesis  
of the lines scrawled across your palm  
(cocooned around mine 
below my branching fingers) 
but  
perhaps there is  
some Japanese moth (its wings  
   dipping like calligraphy  
against the  
arch 
of phalaenopsis necks) 
that sends a flit of wind 
(though it seems 
a lion’s roar from most arid depths) to 
ruffle the pocket of  
space beside  
me where you 
will be 
 
 
 
 


